


Adapt your personnel deployment to actual needs in 

a cost-optimized and employee-friendly manner

Personnel requirements and planning entries can be compared based on the necessary qualifications for the workplaces selected.

Display of workplace and the relevant employees  
to be scheduled

Display of individual schedules

Display of qualifications required for a particular workplace

Display of personnel requirements for a particular work-
place. Surplus/shortfall are highlighted in color, enabling 
fast identification and elimination. The requirements shown 
can be saved as a sample for recurring use at this or other 
workplaces. 
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Edit planning samples relating to revenue and day-based properties.



AT A GLANCE

• Simplified planning with a high level of user convenience

• Increased planning quality

• More transparency in workforce scheduling

• Shorter response times in the event of a fluctuating order 

situation

• Employee preferences can be incorporated

• Fully integrated in time recording

• Ideal for decentralized organizations because it is browser-

based

• Plan-based allowance forecast

Needs-oriented scheduling

Workforce scheduling allows efficient and needs-oriented 

deployment of valuable human resources. For this purpose, the 

staff available are checked against the personnel requirements 

and allocated based on individual qualifications, overtime, ab-

sences and working time regulations.

Detailed mapping of company structures

• Assistants for the convenient creation of workplace models 

taking into account target assignment, qualifications, revenue, 

day times and shifts, days and periods of time

• Employee profiles with workplace allocation, qualifications 

and employee preferences

• Various scheduling grids available such as days, half days, 

hours, half hours, quarter hours

• Definition of opening hours and validities for individual work-

places or branch offices

• Needs criteria can be imported from POS systems and other 

external systems via optional additional interfaces

• Revenue specifications for optimum use of capacity in  

divisions, departments and branch offices

• Complex authorization structures can be incorporated, e.g. 

a particular planner may only plan certain employees or 

workplaces 

• Visualization of personnel requirements based on  

requirement KPIs, target and actual figures

• Own overview including demand figures, planned and actual 

hours as well as hourly performance KPIs (revenue lists) for a 

selectable period

• It is possible to require several qualifications to meet individ-

ual requirements. When meeting demands, only employees 

who meet all qualifications are suggested under “Suitable 

staff”

Simplified planning

• Graphic planning by means of drag and drop to copy, replace 

and shift entries

• Selecting of any desired time areas for simple input of  

extensive entries

• Program-based workforce scheduling, e.g. according to  

regular staffing or availability

• Up to three plan versions can be displayed at the same time

• Fast and direct scheduling even without concrete requirement 

models

• Use of planning samples for recurring scheduling items

• Convenient multiple creation and editing of the selected plan 

cells

• Definition of workplace-related planning patterns as a  

template for later use. Special specifications can be set for 

public holidays.

• PEP scenarios can automatically be loaded with previously 

defined workplaces or employees. Alternatively, the work-

place and employee can be freely selected.

Planning monitoring according to preference

• Plan to target: feed in planned target times to time recording 

as target specifications

• Plan to actual: planning data generates stamps in working 

time management

• Plan overview with target/actual comparison

• Visualization of deviations from the target state

• Overview across workplaces and departments

• Authorized users are informed of expiring qualifications  

in the task overview 

Integration in working time management

• Shared database, e.g. master data and movement data

• Monitoring of hour thresholds and specifications from  

working time management, e.g. in the case of temps

• Display of balances directly in planning, e.g. overtime

• Use employee scheduling as target working time and in order 

to specify working days

• Autonomous planning without impact on time recording is 

also possible

• Actual times can be curtailed by planning thresholds 

Optional: loading of planning samples relating to revenue and 

day-based properties

Planning samples allow recurring planning demands and the 

resulting optimized scheduling entries to be saved as templates. 

It is especially useful for companies that are confronted with 

constantly changing demands. This means that planning for 

holiday periods or seasonal peaks such as the Christmas period 

can be taken care of quickly and simply each year. In addition, 

planning samples can be created based on forecast revenue 

or any other day-based properties that can be defined at will. 

Once defined, ATOSS Time Control automatically selects the 

right template as soon as the conditions for the planning sample 

are met. Staffing gaps which arise after loading due to specific 

employee absences can then be closed with suggestions for 

suitable staff.



 

 

 

 


